In this study we compare the performance of six independent components analysis (ICA) algorithms on 16 real fetal magnetocardiographic (fMCG) datasets for the application of extracting the fetal cardiac signal. We also compare the extraction results for real data with the results previously obtained for synthetic data. The six ICA algorithms are FastICA, CubICA, JADE, Infomax, MRMI-SIG and TDSEP. The results obtained using real fMCG data indicate that the FastICA method consistently outperforms the others in regard to separation quality and that the performance of an ICA method that uses temporal information suffers in the presence of noise. These two results confirm the previous results obtained using synthetic fMCG data. There were also two notable differences between the studies based on real and synthetic data. The differences are that all six ICA algorithms are independent of gestational age and sensor dimensionality for synthetic data, but depend on gestational age and sensor dimensionality for real data. It is possible to explain these differences by assuming that the number of point sources needed to completely explain the data is larger than the dimensionality used in the ICA extraction.
Introduction
Fetal magnetocardiography (fMCG) is a non-invasive technique for recording fetal cardiac activity (Peters et al 2001 , Lewis 2003 . This technique works by measuring the magnetic field above the mother's abdomen, a portion of which results from the atrial and ventricular depolarization and repolarization of the fetal heart. The resulting fMCG data are used, after adequate signal processing and fetal signal extraction, for prenatal assessment of arrhythmias, congenital heart defects and cardiac hypertrophy (Comani et al 2004a , Grimm et al 2003 , Horigome et al 2001 , Hosono et al 2002 , Kahler et al 2001 , Kandori et al 2003 , Li et al 2004 , van Leeuwen et al 1999 , Wakai et al 2000a . Several authors have shown that fMCG is superior to trans-abdominal fetal electrocardiography (fECG) since the former is insensitive to the insulating properties of the vernix caseosa, whereas the latter is not (Lewis 2003 , Taylor et al 2003 , Stinstra and Peters 2002 , Wakai et al 2000b . The fMCG data consist of a mixture of signals, the largest of which is the maternal cardiac signal. In order to maximize the reliability of clinical prognoses of the fetus it is imperative that the effect of all undesired signals, including the maternal cardiac signal, be mitigated to the extent possible. The process of removing undesired signals is referred to as noise reduction or interference rejection. Likewise, since the process of removing the unwanted signals is tantamount to extracting the desired signal, this process may also be called signal extraction. The goal of this paper is to compare the performance of six extraction algorithms on real fMCG data.
The extraction of the fetal cardiac signal from fMCG data is difficult since it generally has a much smaller magnitude than the maternal cardiac signal at all gestational ages and is completely hidden by noise during early gestation. In addition, the fetal and maternal cardiac sources overlap in the frequency domain and may overlap in the time domain, the latter of which results from simultaneous ventricular depolarizations. The spatial location of the fetal cardiac source is, however, always distinct from the maternal cardiac source. In addition, the transformation from source signal to sensor signal is commonly assumed to be linear and the velocity of the electro-magnetic signal propagation is such that the data collected at the sensors can be assumed to be the result of spatial-only mixing. This is to be contrasted with spatial-temporal mixtures, which occur for signals that propagate at, e.g., the speed of sound (for sampled data to be categorized as a spatial-only mixture the maximum source-to-sensor distance divided by the velocity of signal propagation must be small relative to the temporal resolution of the sampling process). Based on these properties it seems reasonable to use a (linear) spatial filter for fetal signal extraction. Extraction using a spatial filter is ideal if
• the mixture is linear,
• the mixture is spatial-only (memoryless),
• the desired source (the fetal cardiac signal) can be represented by one or more point sources that are spatially distinct from all interfering sources, • the total number of point sources, M, is less than or equal to the dimensionality of the source estimates, L, where the interfering sources include the maternal cardiac signal, artefacts, respiration and other biological signals of no interest, and environmental magnetic noise. The first three of the items listed above are not generally questioned and the fourth item is approximately true in that the number of dominant point sources is usually less than or equal to the dimensionality of the source estimates. Stated more accurately, the quality of the extraction of a given source is related to the relative dominance of the source compared to all other sources. Because there is no overlap between the fetal and maternal cardiac sources in the spatial domain, methods that use a spatial filter have at least one advantage over methods that are based on temporal segmentation, which includes the adaptive maternal beat subtraction (AMBS) (Abraham-Fuchs et al 1990) and related methods (Samonas et al 1997 , Strobach et al 1994 , and frequency-domain filtering.
Methods that use a spatial filter and that are designed to extract one or more related signals from data include those based on principal components analysis (PCA) (Achim et al 1988 , Chen et al 2001 , Maier et al 1987 , Vrba et al 2004 , factor analysis (FA) (Nagarajan et al 2006a) , beamforming (Robinson et al 1999 , Sekihara et al 2001 , Van Veen et al 1997 and independent components analysis (ICA) (James and Hesse 2005 , Makeig et al 1997 , Ossadtchi et al 2004 , Tang et al 2002 , Vigario et al 1998 .
ICA algorithms, which were introduced in the late 1980s, are increasingly being used for biomedical signal processing. One reason for the popularity of ICA is that it has been shown to perform favourably relative to traditional methods (Comani et al 2004b , Mutihac and Van Hulle 2003 . Another nice feature of ICA is that, if all the conditions listed above for a spatial filter are met, it is robust with respect to the magnitude of the sources. Hence, the theoretical extraction performance of ICA does not depend on the amplitude of the fetal cardiac signal. In this paper we only consider ICA. The six ICA algorithms that are used herein are FastICA (Hyvarinen 1999) , CubICA (Blaschke and Wiskott 2004) , JADE (Cardoso and Souloumiac 1996) , Infomax (Bell and Sejnowski 1995) , MRMI-SIG and TDSEP (Ziehe et al 2000) . Three of these methods-FastICA, JADE and Infomax-were chosen because they are very popular. All three of these are spatial-based methods, where we use 'spatial' to refer to criteria that use higher-order cross cumulants (or entropy) computed only at lag 0 in order to distinguish them from temporal criteria, which uses cross-cumulants computed at lags other than 0 (the term 'spatial' is not meant to imply that any assumptions are made about the spatial distributions of the sources). The remaining three represent a cross-section of ICA methods. One uses a spatial criterion (CubICA), one uses a temporal criterion (TDSEP), and one uses a spatio-temporal criterion (MRMI-SIG). For fetal cardiac source extraction all six of these methods require the four conditions for spatial filters listed above. In addition, the first four of these methods also require that the fetal cardiac source is non-Gaussian and is statistically independent from all other sources, TDSEP requires that the fetal cardiac source is uncorrelated with all other sources and has a spectrum that (roughly speaking) differs from all other sources, and MRMI-SIG requires that either the conditions for the first four ICA methods are met or the conditions for TDSEP are met. A concise description of each of these six ICA algorithms is given in the results section below.
In a previous paper (Mantini et al 2006) we only used synthetic mixtures of sources to compare ICA algorithms. Knowledge of the true sources and the true mixing process allowed us to make confident assertions as to why each method performed well or performed poorly for a given dataset. The main limitation of using synthetic data is related to the requirement that the total number of (point) sources required to explain the data is less than or equal to the dimensionality of the source estimates, which is necessarily less than or equal to the number of sensors (for extraction using a linear system). Since sensor noise is unavoidable we know that this condition is never met for real data. However, we also stated previously that this condition is approximately met when the number of dominant sources is less than or equal to the dimensionality of the source estimates. Hence, the ability of ICA to extract the fetal cardiac source critically depends on the whether or not the fetal cardiac source is one of the dominant sources. Moreover, different ICA algorithms exploit different features of the source signals. Therefore, it might be that they perform differently on real fMCG data than on synthetic data. Proper evaluation of a real scenario where real cardiac signals and sensor noise are present is mandatory to confirm or refute previous results on synthetic fMCG data. This is the purpose of the present paper.
Data model
The conditions, which are listed above, for the optimality of spatial filters can be expressed in mathematical terms as follows. Let b n be the measured magnetic field at time n, A be the (K × M) mixing matrix, and s n be the vector of sources at time n. The data, b n , are therefore given by
(1)
The estimated sources, y n , are obtained by applying an (L × K) dimension-reduction matrix, W to the data and then learning an (L × L) demixing matrix, V . Hence, the estimated sources are given by
Real fMCG data
The fMCG data were collected using a multi-channel planar dc-superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) operating in a shielded room. This device contains 55 sensing magnetometers arranged uniformly within a 230 mm diameter circle and 22 additional sensors, which are arranged in a higher plane and are used for reducing environmental magnetic noise. A total of K = 55 channels of simultaneous MCG was recorded from each subject over a period of 5 to 10 min. The data, originally sampled at a rate of 10 kHz, were filtered with a 1-100 Hz Chebyshev type-II band-pass filter and a 50 Hz band-stop filter and then decimated to a sampling rate of 1 kHz. Data were collected from a total of 16 healthy pregnant women, each of whom had a normal, singleton pregnancy. The gestational age of the 16 fetuses ranges from 22 to 37 weeks. Results are reported for 24, 28, 32 and 36 weeks, which represent the average of results for 22-25, 26-29, 30-33 and 34-37 weeks, respectively. To emulate acquisition devices having K = 19 sensors and devices having K = 36 sensors we select an appropriately sized subset of the 55 sensors. Preprocessing in the form of dimension reduction is applied using PCA, where the value of L is fixed at 5. The value of 5 is chosen since it results in capturing roughly 99% of the variance of the data. Since real data are used here the value of M is unknown. Error bars are used in several of the plots to indicate one standard error above and below the mean. To keep from cluttering the plots, error bars are not included when the standard errors are negligible.
Performance metrics
The analysis of algorithm performance consisted in estimating four quantities. These quantities include
(1) the detection rate of the fetal QRS complex (DR QRS ), (2) the detection rate of the fetal P-QRS-T waves (DR PQRST ), (3) the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the extracted fetal signal and (4) the average computation time required for each algorithm.
The DR QRS metric is defined as the percentage of fMCG datasets providing fetal traces with distinct QRS complexes on all cycles. For a given algorithm, let the scalar f n = i∈ y i,n be the single-dimensional, recovered fetal cardiac signal at time n, where is the set of all source estimates that are related to the fetal cardiac signal as determined by a human expert (multiple components are needed to describe a spatially distributed source). In addition, let f n(k) represent a window of the recovered signal centred at n k , where the window length is T = 650 ms (which is based on the mean fetal heart rate),
and n k is the expected location of the kth R wave, the value of which is determined by the results of the most recently detected R wave as follows:
Detection of the kth R wave for a given algorithm occurs when f n k > S k , where S k is an adaptive threshold that lies half way between the maximum absolute magnitude and the mean magnitude of the kth window of f n . The equation for S k is given by
Likewise, the DR PQRST metric is defined as the percentage of fMCG datasets providing fetal traces with distinct P-QRS-T waves on all cycles. We are able to automate the detection of the QRS complexes because the R wave corresponds to ventricular depolarization, which is the most energetic and rapid cardiac event and therefore results in the largest cardiac wave. Detection of the P-QRS-T waves, on the other hand, is performed by a human expert since both the P and T waves are relatively weak and slow cardiac events, which increases the difficulty of detection considerably. All four of the quantities listed above are estimated as a function of gestational age (24, 28, 32 and 36 weeks) and number of sensors (19, 36 and 55 channels).
Results
Results are shown for six different ICA algorithms. These algorithms are FastICA, CubICA, JADE, Infomax, MRMI-SIG and TDSEP. FastICA is a fixed-point ICA algorithm that minimizes the mutual information between the source estimates by maximizing the nonGaussianity of each of the estimated source signals. The non-Gaussianity is measured using negentropy, which is defined as the difference between the entropy of a given source estimate and a Gaussian random variable having the same mean and variance. CubICA and JADE are based on approximately minimizing a set of squared cross-cumulants (at lag 0). CubICA uses third and fourth order statistics, whereas JADE uses second and fourth order statistics. Infomax is a gradient-based neural network algorithm, which maximizes the joint entropy of a nonlinearly transformed vector of the source estimates. Ideally, each of the pointwise nonlinearities corresponds to the cumulative distribution of a unique source. The Infomax algorithm uses a sigmoidal nonlinear function. This nonlinear function is appropriate for superGaussian sources, which includes the signal of interest (the fetal cardiac signal). MRMI-SIG first spheres the data, making use of second order statistics, and then trains the parameters of a Given's rotation matrix in an attempt to minimize the sum of the Renyi's quadratic (marginal) entropies of the source estimates. Since Renyi's joint entropy is invariant to rotations, the criterion is similar in form to minimizing Shannon's mutual information. TDSEP, unlike the other algorithms, uses only second order statistics and it uses information from a non-zero lag. More specifically, TDSEP attempts to minimize the cross-correlation between the source estimates at lag 0 and lag 1. The user-defined parameters for all six ICA algorithms are set to the default values. Namely, FastICA uses the cubic contrast function, Infomax uses logistic nonlinearities, MRMI-SIG uses kernel sizes of 0.25 and 1 for super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian distributions, respectively, and TDSEP is performed using information from two lags (lags 0 and 1). Neither CubICA nor JADE has any user-defined parameters. Figure 1 shows the fetal QRS detection rate as a function of the gestational age for the case that there are 19 sensors. The results that correspond to a cluster of 19 sensors are shown because this represents the most critical situation, as indicated in figure 2. FastICA performs the best. The performance of CubICA, JADE, Infomax and MRMI-SIG fall in the middle of the group (the curve for CubICA is hidden beneath the curve for JADE). TDSEP performs noticeably worse than the other methods. Note that the performance improves as a function of gestational age. The best performance approaches 100% detection rate at 36 weeks gestation. Based on extrapolation of these results we can expect the performance to approach 0% detection for a gestational age of approximately 20 weeks. Figure 2 shows the fetal QRS detection rate as a function of sensor dimensionality, where each value represents the average over all gestational ages. FastICA performs noticeably better than the others. The performance of CubICA, JADE, Infomax and MRMI-SIG fall in the middle of the group. TDSEP performs the worst. All ICA methods improve as the number of sensors increases. The performance of the FastICA algorithm reaches 100% detection rate for 55 sensors. Figure 3 shows the fetal PQRST detection rate as a function of the gestational age for the case that there are 19 sensors. Once again, the results that correspond to a cluster of 19 sensors are shown because this represents the most critical situation, as indicated in figure 4 . The six ICA methods perform similarly for 24 weeks gestation, whereas the performance for 36 weeks gestation varies considerably between the methods. FastICA and Infomax have the best performance. CubICA, JADE and MRMI-SIG perform in the middle. TDSEP performs considerably worse than the other methods. The best PQRST detection rate for 19 sensors is roughly 50%, which is only about half the best QRS detection rate under the same set of conditions. Figure 4 shows the fetal PQRST detection rate as a function of sensor dimensionality, where each value represents the average over all gestational ages. FastICA performs considerably better than the other methods. CubICA, JADE, Infomax and MRMI-SIG perform in the middle. TDSEP once again performs the worst. The best PQRST detection rate for these conditions is approximately 80%.
On average there were two ICA components found for each fetal cardiac signal. In addition to extracting the fetal cardiac signal, all six ICA algorithms also extract the maternal cardiac signal. The detection rate of the maternal QRS was also measured, but it is not shown since the performance for all six methods was 100% for all combinations of gestational age and sensor dimensionality and since we are mainly interested in recovering the fetal cardiac signal. Figure 5 shows the SNR as a function of the number of sensors, where each value represents the average over all gestational ages. The SNR values for all methods range from 13.8 to 15.4 dB, which indicates that all methods performed similarly with regard to SNR. The order of the performance of the different ICA methods follows the same trend as the first four figures. Table 1 shows the computation time required for each ICA algorithm averaged over all gestational ages and sensor dimensionalities. The computation time was not dependent on gestational age and only slightly dependent on sensor dimensionality (these results are not shown). TDSEP and JADE are the fastest of the six ICA methods. Both of these methods converge, on average, within 2 s. CubICA follows close behind with an average convergence time of 4 s. FastICA, Infomax and MRMI-SIG require from 12 to 24 s each. Keep in mind that these values are subject to the choice of the user-defined parameters for each algorithm (the parameters here are the same as used in the first study) and the sensor dimensionality (e.g., JADE becomes slower relative to the other methods as the dimensionality increases).
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show 3 s of the original data (for a representative sensor) and the extracted fetal cardiac signal using each of the ICA methods for three specific datasets. Figure  6 corresponds to a dataset where the gestational age is 22 weeks, figure 7 corresponds to 31 weeks and figure 8 corresponds to 36 weeks. Note that the fetal cardiac signal is not visible in the original data (for the chosen sensor) for 22 and 31 weeks gestation, although it is clearly visible in each of the reconstructions. The fetal cardiac signal for 36 weeks gestation (for the chosen sensor) is nearly as large as the maternal cardiac signal. For all six ICA algorithms and for the specific datasets that are shown in figures 6 and 8 there is no visible contamination of the maternal cardiac signal present in the extracted fetal cardiac signal. There is some residual contamination, however, for the dataset shown in figure 7 . Also, in figure 7 , the fetal signal extracted by TDSEP is visibly noisier than the fetal cardiac signals extracted by the other ICA algorithms.
Discussion
There are two notable differences between the results given in the preceding section, which are based on real data, and the previously published results, which are based on synthetic data. The differences are that the extraction performance for synthetic data is not sensitive to either gestational age or sensor dimensionality, whereas the performance of real data depends on both. This behaviour can be explained in a number of ways. We attempt to explain the discrepancy by assuming that the number of point sources that is required to completely explain the data is larger than the dimensionality of the source estimates (M > L). We focus on this point because we feel that it is the assumption (of the four listed in section 1) that is the least likely to be true for real data.
If the number of point sources is less than or equal to the source estimate dimensionality (M L) and all other ICA assumptions are valid, then the performance of ICA is independent of the amplitude of the sources. If M > L then, based on our previous experience and on theoretical expectations for limiting cases, we expect that the ability of an ICA algorithm to extract a single source generally depends on the dominance of that source relative to the other sources (where dominance is defined in terms of the total energy of the source across all sensors). This is particularly true when PCA is used for dimension reduction prior to applying ICA, as was done in this study, since PCA defines the signal space using the eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues. In terms of the present application we expect that the extraction performance of the fetal cardiac signal will improve as the gestational age increases. This conclusion is based on the fact that the amplitude of the fetal cardiac signal is proportional to the mass of the fetal heart and the two assumptions that M > L and the number of point sources originating from the fetus is small relative to the number of point sources, including sensor noise, in the data (since other fetal signals would also increase in amplitude as the gestational age increases). The results of both the present study and previous study are consistent with our hypothesis that M > L for real fMCG data.
Likewise, the extraction performance of ICA should be insensitive to the number of sensors K if the number of point sources is less than or equal to the preprocessing dimensionality (M L), L is fixed, and all other ICA assumptions are valid. If M > L, then we once again expect that the ability of an ICA algorithm to extract a single source depends on the relative dominance of that source after PCA preprocessing. Unlike before the relative dominance of a given source can increase or decrease as more sensors are added. In this study the extraction performance of all of the ICA methods increased with an increase in K. We interpret this to mean that the fetal cardiac signal becomes increasingly dominant, for our data, with an increase in K. One way for a given source to increase in dominance as more sensors are added is if that source appears in all the additional sensors and the majority of the remaining sources appear in only one or a few sensors, such as is expected for noise sources.
It is also possible to explain a sensitivity of ICA to the value of K by resorting to practical considerations, e.g., the number of parameters that must be estimated relative to the amount of available data. Suppose that all ICA assumptions are valid, including the assumption that M L. Under these conditions the performance of ICA should decrease with an increase in K since the data length is fixed and the number of parameters that needs to be estimated increases as K increases. Learning an increased number of parameters cannot explain the results reported here, however, since the extraction performance of all ICA algorithms actually improves as K increases.
Earlier studies based on synthetic, (temporally) independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data indicated that both the MRMI-SIG and Infomax algorithms perform much better than FastICA for the same data length (Hild et al 2001 . Our present and most recent results, which use real and synthetic fMCG data, respectively, indicate that FastICA is better than both Infomax and MRMI-SIG. Part of the discrepancy is that the earlier studies focused on how well the different ICA methods perform when there are very little data available, whereas there is no shortage of data in our studies on fMCG data. Another discrepancy is that the earlier studies did not include noise. One of the most important implications of our work on synthetic data (Mantini et al 2006) is that ICA methods that use temporal information perform worse than those that do not in the presence of noise (using the default values for all user-defined parameters). Likewise, in another study we noticed that the performance of ICA methods that use temporal information decreases relative to methods that do not as the amount of noise increases . Both of these studies use synthetic data. Our present results on real fMCG data, as shown in figures 1, 3, 4 and 5, indicate that the worst performance occurs for those algorithms that use temporal information (MRMI-SIG and TDSEP) and the best performance occurs for ICA methods that do not. Note also that MRMI-SIG, which uses both spatial and temporal information, always outperforms TDSEP, which uses only temporal information. Hence, in regard to noise sensitivity, our present findings using real fMCG data essentially corroborate the two studies using synthetic fMCG data (Mantini et al 2006 .
There are two possible explanations for the poor performance of TDSEP, and possibly MRMI-SIG, for real data. First, we previously reported the empirical observation that the separation performance, in the presence of noise, of ICA methods that use temporal information is lower than ICA methods that do not. To the extent that the synthetic data accurately represents real data, we can expect the noise sensitivity of TDSEP and MRMI-SIG to explain the poor performance obtained above. Second, based on theoretical considerations we know that TDSEP will fail if the spectrum of the desired source is identical to the spectrum of one or more of the undesired sources. Hence, it is possible that the poor performance of TDSEP is partially due to the similarity of the spectra of the fetal and maternal cardiac signals. More specifically, we can expect that TDSEP will perform poorly if the normalized autocorrelation at lag 1 of the fetal cardiac signal is similar to that of the maternal cardiac signal.
There is also a second similarity between the results for real and synthetic fMCG data. In terms of ranking the extraction performance of the six ICA methods, the present results obtained with real fMCG data confirm the previous results obtained with synthetic data (Mantini et al 2006) . More specifically, FastICA consistently produces the best fetal cardiac extraction, JADE, CubICA, Infomax and MRMI-SIG perform marginally well, and TDSEP consistently performs the worst.
There are two main implications of this study. First, ICA is a suitable method for fetal cardiac signal extraction from real fMCG data. When all 55 sensors are used the detection rate of the QRS complexes of all the gestational ages considered here never falls below 75% for any of the ICA algorithms. Furthermore, when 55 sensors are used the FastICA algorithm always obtains a 100% detection rate. Second, the most suitable algorithms for extracting fetal cardiac signals are those that do not use temporal information, and among these FastICA is an excellent choice.
